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EICF 2022 International Conference & 
Exhibition Ready to Go in Santander

Following two years of no physical 
gathering of the Investment Casting 

stakeholders from Europe and beyond, 
the EICF has actively been working 
in building up a solid an attractive 
programme aimed to deliver value for 
attendees.

The theme selected for the 
conference “Materials & Supplies. 
Challenges for the Investment 
Casting Industry”, could not be more 
appropriate at the light of the evolution 
of the economy and global interaction 
in the post Covid era. Call for Papers 
is still open for collecting contributions 
from the Industry, Universities and 
Research Centers. Should you be 
willing to contribute please check out 
the CfP details at the EICF website or in 
the INCAST October 2021 issue.

The venue for the International 
Conference shall be the Palace for 
Exhibitions and Congresses. A modern 
state of the art congress center where 
an Exhibition of suppliers to the 
industry shall be displayed, showing 
the latest innovations in product and 
services while allowing to physical 
reconnection among suppliers and 

customers and advancing new business 
opportunities. This reconnection is 
considered fundamental after two years 
with limited communication.

EICF members will also have 
the possibility to join in presence, 
after two virtual ones, to the foreseen 
Annual General Assembly. With that 
occasion the venue selected could not 
be more attractive as it will be held 
at a royal site (Magdalena Palace) the 
jewel in the city’s crown. This iconic 
building, located in the highest part of 
the peninsula of the same name, and 
once the holiday´s place of Spain royal 
family, is one of the essential sights of 
Santander, allowing you to observe an 
impressive panoramic view. Following 
the EICF General Assembly a Welcome 
Reception party to delegates attending 
the Conference shall be held there 
within the historic frame of the Palace.

The Conference shall start on 
Sunday 15 of May 2022 evening with 
the Welcome Reception party and shall 
continue with two days (Monday 16 and 
Tuesday 17) of technical conferences 
and exhibition at the Palace for 
Exhibitions and Congresses to finish up 

with an industry visit on Wednesday 18 
to the prestigious investment casting 
company of Ecrimesa located in 
Santander.

The social highlight shall be the 
Conference Dinner to be held on 
Monday 16 at the beautiful site of 
the Gran Casino of Santander. A time 
to relax and enjoy in the gathering of 
your peers and colleagues allowing 
reconnection and updating.

Santander located in the north 
of Spain, is a combination of green 
mountain landscapes with white sand 
beaches, elegant mansions and palatial 
architecture with avant-garde buildings 
and the unmistakeable echo of its 
seafaring past. Many cities within a 
city, perfect for discovering. A city that 
seems straight out of a storybook and 
whose life revolves around the bay, 
recognised as one of the prettiest in the 
world.

We are looking forward to meeting 
you at Santander, shaking hands 
and sharing experiences on areas of 
common interest. Please check at the 
EICF web site to find all details about 
the event.


